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Immersion and Invariance: A New Tool
for Stabilization and Adaptive Control
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Abstract—A new method to design asymptotically stabilizing
and adaptive control laws for nonlinear systems is presented. The
method relies upon the notions of system immersion and mani-
fold invariance and, in principle, does not require the knowledge
of a (control) Lyapunov function. The construction of the stabi-
lizing control laws resembles the procedure used in nonlinear reg-
ulator theory to derive the (invariant) output zeroing manifold and
its friend. The method is well suited in situations where we know
a stabilizing controller of a nominal reduced order model, which
we would like to robustify with respect to higher order dynamics.
This is achieved by designing a control law that asymptotically im-
merses the full system dynamics into the reduced order one. We
also show that in adaptive control problems the method yields sta-
bilizing schemes that counter the effect of the uncertain param-
eters adopting a robustness perspective—this is in contrast with
most existing adaptive designs that (relying on certain matching
conditions) treat these terms as disturbances to be rejected. It is
interesting to note that our construction does not invoke certainty
equivalence, nor requires a linear parameterization, furthermore,
viewed from a Lyapunov perspective, it provides a procedure to
add cross terms between the parameter estimates and the plant
states. Finally, it is shown that the proposed approach is directly
applicable to systems in feedback and feedforward form, yielding
new stabilizing control laws. We illustrate the method with several
academic and practical examples, including a mechanical system
with flexibility modes, an electromechanical system with parasitic
actuator dynamics and an adaptive nonlinearly parameterized vi-
sual servoing application.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, nonlinear systems, stabiliza-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE problems of stabilization and adaptive control of
nonlinear systems have been widely studied in the last

years and several constructive or conceptually constructive
methodologies have been proposed, see, e.g., the monographs
[19], [37], [13], and [21] for a summary of the state of the art.
Most of the nonlinear stabilization methods rely on the use
of (control) Lyapunov functions either in the synthesis of the
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controller or in the analysis of the closed loop system. For
systems with Lagrangian or Hamiltonian structures Lyapunov
functions are replaced by storage functions with passivity being
the sought-after property [27]. Alternatively, the input-to-state
stability point of view [38], the concept of nonlinear gain func-
tions and the nonlinear version of the small gain theorem [14],
[40] have been used in the study of cascaded or interconnected
systems.

At the same time the local/global theory of output regula-
tion has been developed and systematized [6]. This relies upon
the solution of the so-called Francis–Byrnes–Isidori (FBI) equa-
tions: a set of partial differential equations (PDEs) that must be
solved to compute a solution to the regulator problem. It must
be noted that the solution of the nonlinear regulator problem
requires ultimately the solution of a (output feedback) stabiliza-
tion problem, whereas, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
tools and concepts exploited in the theory of output regulation
have not yet been used in the solution of standard stabilization
problems.

In the present work, we take a new look at the nonlinear sta-
bilization and adaptive control problems. More precisely, we
make use of two classical tools of nonlinear regulator theory and
of geometric nonlinear control—(system) immersion and (man-
ifold) invariance (I&I)—to reduce the problem of designing sta-
bilizing and adaptive control laws for general nonlinear systems
to other subproblems which, in some instances, might be easier
to solve. We call the new methods I&I stabilization and I&I
adaptive control.

The concept of invariance has been widely used in control
theory. The development of linear and nonlinear geometric con-
trol theory (see [44], [26], and [11] for a comprehensive intro-
duction) has shown that invariant subspaces, and their nonlinear
equivalent, invariant distributions, play a fundamental role in the
solution of many design problems. Slow and fast invariant man-
ifolds, which naturally appear in singularly perturbed systems,
were used for stabilization [18] and analysis of slow adaptation
systems [34]. Relatively recently, it has also been discovered
that the notion of invariant manifolds is crucial in the design of
stabilizing control laws for classes of nonlinear systems. More
precisely, the theory of the center manifold [8] has been instru-
mental in the design of stabilizing control laws for systems with
noncontrollable linear approximation, see, e.g., [1], whereas the
concept of zero dynamics and the strongly related notion of ze-
roing manifold have been exploited in several local and global
stabilization methods, including passivity based control, back-
stepping, and forwarding.
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The notion of immersion has also a longstanding tradition in
control theory. Its basic idea is toprojectthe system under con-
sideration into a system with prespecified properties. For ex-
ample, the classical problem of immersion of a generic non-
linear system into a linear and controllable system by means of
static or dynamic state feedback has been extensively studied,
see [26], [11] for further detail. State observation has tradition-
ally being formulated in terms of system immersion, see [15] for
a recent application. More recently, immersion has been used in
the nonlinear regulator theory to derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for robust regulation. In [6] and [12], it is shown that
robust regulation is achievable provided that the exosystem can
be immersed into a linear and observable system.

Instrumental for the developments of this paper is to recast
stabilization in terms of system immersion.1 More precisely,
we consider the system and the basic stabiliza-
tion problem of finding (whenever possible) a state feedback
control law such that the closed loop system is lo-
cally (globally) asymptotically stable. The procedure that we
propose to solve this problem consists of two steps. First, find
a target dynamical system which is locally (globally)
asymptotically stable and of dimension strictly smaller than the
dimension of , a mapping , and function , such
that

i.e., any trajectory of the system is the
image through the mapping of a trajectory of the target
system. Note that the mapping: is an immersion, i.e.,
the rank of is equal to the dimension of. Second, apply a con-
trol law that renders the manifold attractive and keeps
the closed-loop trajectories bounded. In this way we have that
the closed-loop system will asymptotically behave like the de-
sired target system and stability will be ensured. This reformula-
tion of the stabilization problem is implicit in sliding mode con-
trol where the target dynamics are the dynamics of the system
on the sliding manifold, which is made attractive with a discon-
tinuous control, while is the so-called equivalent control
[43]. (In this case, due to the discontinuous nature of the con-
trol, the manifold is reached in finite time). A similar procedure
is proposed in [16], with the fundamental differences thatis
not an immersion, but a change of coordinates, and the applied
control is the one that renders the manifold invariant.

From the previous discussion, it is obvious that the concept of
immersion requires the selection of atarget dynamical system.
This is in general a nontrivial task, as the solvability of the un-
derlying control design problem depends upon such a selection.
For general nonlinear systems the classical target dynamics are
linear, and a complete theory in this direction has been devel-
oped both for continuous and discrete time systems [26], [11].
For physical systems the choice of a linear target dynamics is not
necessarily the most suitable one because, on one hand, work-

1In this respect, we bring the readers’ attention to [25], where it is shown
that a dynamical system (possibly infinite dimensional) is stable if it can be
immersed into another stable dynamical system by means of a so-called stability
preserving mapping. The definition of the latter given in [25] is related with
some of the concepts used in this paper.

able designs should respect the constraints imposed by the phys-
ical structure. On the other hand, it is well known that most phys-
ical systems are not feedback linearizable. Fortunately, in many
cases of practical interest, it is possible to identify a natural (not
necessarily linear) target dynamics. For instance, for systems
admitting a slow/fast decomposition—which usually appears in
applications where actuator dynamics or bending modes must
be taken into account—a physically reasonable selection for the
target dynamics is the slow (rigid) subsystem, for which we as-
sume known a stabilizing controller. In all these examples the
application of the I&I method may be interpreted as a proce-
dure to robustify, with respect to some higher order dynamics,
a controller derived from a low order model. Other physical sit-
uations include unbalanced electrical systems where their regu-
lated balanced representation is an obvious choice, whereas for
AC drives, the so-called field oriented behavior is a natural se-
lection for the target dynamics. These problems are currently
being studied and will be reported elsewhere.

I&I is also applicable in adaptive control, where a sensible
target dynamics candidate is the closed-loop system that would
result if we applied the known parameters controller. Clearly, in
this case the target dynamics is only partially known but, as we
show in the paper, the mapping mentioned above is
naturally defined and, under some suitable structural assump-
tions, it is possible to design noncertainty equivalent controllers
such that adaptive stabilization is achieved. It is interesting to
note that our construction does not require a linear parameteri-
zation. Also, viewed from a Lyapunov function perspective, I&I
provides a procedure to add cross terms between the param-
eter estimates and the plant states. It is widely recognized that
the unnatural linear parameterization assumption and our in-
ability to generate nonseparable Lyapunov functions have been
the major Gordian knots that have stymied the practical appli-
cation of adaptive control, hence, the importance of overcoming
these two obstacles. To the best of our knowledge, with the no-
table exception of [33], this paper constitutes the first general
contribution in this direction.

In this paper, the I&I method is employed to design stabi-
lizing and adaptive control laws for academic and physical ex-
amples in some of the situations described above. In Section II,
the general theory is presented, namely a set of sufficient con-
ditions for the construction of local (global) stabilizing control
laws for general nonlinear affine systems. These results are then
used in Section III to treat examples of actuator dynamics and
flexible modes. Section IV presents the formulation—within the
framework of I&I—of the adaptive control problem. As an illus-
tration we solve the long standing problem of adaptive camera
calibration for visual servoing, which is a nonlinearly parame-
terized example. In Section V, we derive new control laws for
systems with special structures, namely the so-called triangular
and feedforward forms. Finally, Section VI gives some summa-
rizing remarks and suggestions for future work.

II. A SYMPTOTIC STABILIZATION VIA

IMMERSION AND INVARIANCE

This section contains the basic theoretical results of the paper,
namely a set of sufficient conditions for the construction of glob-
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ally asymptotically stabilizing static state feedback control laws
for general, control affine, nonlinear systems. Note however,
that similar considerations can be done for dynamic output feed-
back and nonaffine systems, while local versions followmutatis
mutandis.We also present two motivating examples.

A. Main Result

Theorem 1: Consider the system2

(1)

with state and control , with an equilibrium
point to be stabilized. Let and assume we can
find mappings

such that the following hold.

H1) (Target system)The system

(2)

with state , has a globally asymptotically stable
equilibrium at and .

H2) (Immersion condition)For all

(3)

H3) (Implicit manifold)The following set identity holds

for some (4)

H4) (Manifold attractivity and trajectory boundedness)All
trajectories of the system

(5)

(6)

are bounded and satisfy

(7)

Then is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium of the
closed-loop system

Proof: We establish the claim in two steps. First, it is
shown that the equilibrium is globally attractive, then that
the closed loop system possesses a Lyapunov stability property.

By H4), and the fact that the right hand side of (5) is, we
have that any trajectory of the closed loop system is bounded and
it is such that (7) holds, i.e., it converges toward the manifold

, which is well defined by H3). Moreover, by H1)
and H2), the manifold is invariant and internally asymptotically
stable, hence all trajectories of the closed loop system converge
to the equilibrium .

2Throughout the paper, if not otherwise stated, it is assumed that all functions
and mappings areC . Note however, that all results can be derived under much
weaker regularity assumptions.

Note now that any trajectory of the closed loop system is the
image through the mapping of a trajectory of the target
system, which is globally asymptotically stable by H1). More-
over, for any there exists such that
implies . Hence, by regularity of , for any
there exists such that

which proves the claim.
Discussion: The following observations concerning the as-

sumptions are in order.

1) In the applications of Theorem 1, the target system is
a priori defined, hence, condition H1) is automatically
satisfied. (See Remark 4).

2) Given the target system, (3) of condition H2) defines a
partial differential equation in the unknown, where
is a free parameter. Note that, if the linearization of (1)
(at ) is controllable (and all functions are locally
analytic), it has been shown in [16], using Lyapunov Aux-
iliary theorem and under somenonresonanceconditions,
that we can always find such that the solution exists lo-
cally. Nevertheless, finding the solution of this equation
is, in general, a difficult task. Despite this fact, we will
show later that a suitable selection of the target dynamics,
i.e., following physical and system theoretic considera-
tions, simplifies this problem. In particular we will prove
that, in the adaptive control context, picking the natural
target dynamics candidate allows toobviatethis task.

3) Hypothesis H3) states that the image of the mapping
can be expressed as the zero of a (smooth) function.
Roughly speaking, this is a condition on the invertibility
of the mapping that translates into rank restrictions on

. In the linear case when , with some
constant -matrix, we have , where

, and H3) will hold if and only if is full
rank. In the general nonlinear case, if is
an injective and proper3 immersion then the image of
is a submanifold of . H3) thus requires that such a
submanifold can be described (globally) as the zero level
set of the function .

Note, finally, that if there exists a partition of
, with and , and a cor-

responding partition of such that
is a global diffeomorphism, then the function

is such that H3) holds.
4) An important remark is that, since the “basis functions”

are not uniquely defined, their choice provides an
alternative degree of freedom for the verification of H4),
which becomes in this way a nonstandard stabilization
problem. This central idea is extensively used in adaptive
control as well as in the example of Section III-B.

5) The hypothesis H4) is given in terms of trajectories of
an extended system with state . An alternative
(simpler) formulation can be given if (as detailed earlier)

3Recall that an immersion is a mapping�: ! , with p < n. It is
injective if rank� = p, and it is proper if the inverse image of any compact set
is also compact.
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it is possible to define ,
then the control
has to be such that the trajectories of the system

are bounded
and . This formula-
tion will be used when dealing with the adaptive control
problem.

6) The convergence condition (7) can be relaxed, i.e., to
prove asymptotic convergence of to it is sufficient
to require

Remark 1: The result summarized in Theorem 1 lends itself
to the following interpretation. Given (1) and the target dynam-
ical system (2) find, if possible, a manifold , described im-
plicitly by , and in parameterized form
by , which can be rendered in-
variant and asymptotically stable, and such that the (well de-
fined) restriction of the closed-loop system to is described
by . Notice, however, that we do not propose to apply
the control that renders the manifold invariant, in-
stead we design a control law that drives to zero the
off-the-manifold coordinate and keeps the system trajectories
bounded. However, since the stability condition H4) imposes

, on the manifold we actually apply the con-
trol that renders invariant—this nice “reduction property” is
clearly absent in sliding-mode control.

Remark 2: Equation (3) is precisely the PDE arising in non-
linear regulator theory, that we refer here as the FBI equation.4

However, despite the obvious similarities, the FBI equation,
and its solution, are used in the present context in a completely
new form. First of all, in classical regulator theory, the system

is assumed Poisson stable, whereas in the I&I frame-
work, it is required to be asymptotically stable. Second, while
in regulator theory the mapping is needed to define a con-
trolled invariant manifold for the system composed of the plant
and the exosystem, in the present approach the mapping
is used to define a parameterized controlled invariant manifold,
which is a submanifold of the state space of the system to sta-
bilize. Finally, in regulator theory the exosystem
is driving the plant to be controlled, whereas in the I&I ap-
proach the closed loop system contains acopyof the dynamics

.
Finally, (3) arises also in [16]. Therein, similarly to what is

done in the present paper, the goal is to obtain a closed loop
system which is locally equivalent to a target linear system.
However, unlike the present context, the target system has the
same dimension as the system to be controlled, i.e., the mapping

is a (local) diffeomorphism rather than an immersion.
Remark 3: Note that, as discussed in point 6), to have asymp-

totic convergence of to it is not necessarily required
that the manifold is reached. This fact, which distinguishes the
present approach to others, such as sliding mode, is instrumental

4To be precise, two equations arise in nonlinear regulator theory. The former
is equation (3), the latter is an equation expressing the fact that the tracking error
is zero on the invariant manifold defined via the solution of equation (3). With
abuse of terminology, we refer to equation (3) as the FBI equation.

to develop the adaptive control theory in Section IV. Note in
fact that, in the adaptive control framework the manifold is not
known, hence, cannot possibly be reached. However, to have
asymptotic regulation of the system state it is not necessary to
reach the manifold, see Example 2 in Section IV-E for a simple
illustration of this fact.

Remark 4: In Theorem 1 a stabilizing control law is derived
starting from the selection of a target (asymptotically stable) dy-
namical system. A different perspective can be taken: given the
mapping , hence the mapping , find (if pos-
sible) a control law which renders the manifold invariant
and asymptotically stable, and a globally asymptotically stable
vector field such that the FBI equation (3) holds. If
this goal is achieved, then (1) with output is (glob-
ally) minimum phase. Therefore, it is apparent that the result in
Theorem 1 can be regarded as thedualof the classical stabiliza-
tion methods based on the construction of passive or minimum
phase outputs, see [5], [27], and the survey paper [3].

Remark 5: We stress that Lyapunov based design methods
are somewhat dual to the approach (informally) previously de-
scribed. As a matter of fact, in Lyapunov design one seeks a
function , which is positive definite (and proper, if global
stability is required), and which is such that the autonomous
system is locally (globally) asymptotically stable.
Note that the function : , where is an interval of the
real axis, is a submersion and the target dynamics, namely the
dynamics of the Lyapunov function, are one dimensional. See
also [25] for some related issues.

We conclude this section with a definition, which will be used
in the rest of the paper to provide concise statements.

Definition 1: A system described by equations of the form
(1) is said to beI&I-stabilizable with target dynamics
if the hypotheses H1)–H4) of Theorem 1 are satisfied.

B. Preliminary Example

We present here a simple illustrative example, with the
twofold objective of putting in perspective the I&I formulation
with respect to the composite control approach of [18], and
giving the flavor of the required computations. This approach
is applicable for singularly perturbed systems of the form

for which a slow manifold, defined by the function
, exists5 and results from the solution

of the PDE

In [18], it is proposed to expandand in a power series of,
taking as the zero term in the control law that stabilizes the
slow subsystem. Collecting the terms with the same powers of

we then obtain sets of equations relating the termsand ,
that can be iteratively solved to approximate (up to any order

5Remark that in I&I stabilization we address the more demanding task of
creatinga desired manifold, not present in the open-loop plant.
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) the solution of the PDE. The control is then constructed
as

where the last term, with , is a fast control that steers the
system into the slow manifold.

Example 1: Let us consider the academic two-dimensional
example presented in [18], namely

(8)

(9)

First, we follow [18] and choose the immersion dynamics (2) as
and fix . The FBI equations (3) become then

From the first equation, we directly obtain6 , while
the mapping is defined by the second equation. Now, the man-
ifold can be implicitly described by

, and the off-the-manifold dynamics (5) is given as

The I&I design is completed choosing
, which yields the closed-loop

dynamics

(10)

From the last equation previously shown, it is clear that (7)
holds, hence, to complete the proof it only remains to show that
all trajectories of (10) are bounded. For, consider the (partial)
coordinates transformation yielding

(11)

and note that and are bounded for all. Finally, bound-
edness of can be proved observing that the dynamics of

can be expressed in the form

for some function satisfying ,
for some and for . The control law is obtained
as

6This function is only defined for� > 0, which similarly to [18] will deter-
mine the domain of operation of the closed-loop system.

that clearly satisfies , with defined by the
second FBI equation. For the sake of comparison we note that
the composite controller obtained in [18] is

which results from the exact solution of the manifold equations.
If instead of we choose another target dynamics we

can easily establish the following global stabilization result.
Proposition 1: System (8) is globally I&I-stabilizable with

target dynamics , where .
Proof: A simple computation shows that a solution of the

FBI equations is and . As a result, the
manifold equation takes the form and this
can be made globally attractive, while keeping all trajectories
bounded, by the control law .

Remark 6: It is worth noting that the function
is not everywhere . However, despite the lack of regu-

larity, the I&I procedure can be easily applied.

III. ROBUSTIFICATION VIS-À-VISHIGHER ORDERDYNAMICS

In this section, we present two simple examples of application
of I&I stabilization where we know a stabilizing controller of a
nominal reduced order model, and we would like to robustify
it with respect to some higher order dynamics. First, we con-
sider a levitated system with actuator dynamics, then we treat
a robot manipulator with joint flexibilities. The first example is
presented to highlight the connections of I&I with other existing
techniques, in particular we show how our framework allows to
recover the composite control and backstepping solutions. On
the other hand, for the robot problem we prove that with I&I we
can generate a novel family of globaltrackingcontrollers under
the standard assumptions.

A. Magnetic Levitation System

Consider a magnetic levitation system consisting of an iron
ball in a vertical magnetic field created by a single electro-
magnet. Adopting the standard modeling assumptions for the
electromagnetic coupling, see, e.g., [41], we obtain the model
(with domain of validity )

(12)

where the state vectorconsists of the flux in the inductance,
the ball position and its momentum; is the voltage applied
to the electromagnet, is the mass of the ball, is the coil
resistance, and is some positive constant that depends on the
number of coil turns.

In low-power applications it is typical to neglect the dynamics
of the actuator, hence it is assumed that the manipulated vari-
able is . In this case, it is possible to asymptotically stabilize
the aforementioned model at any constant desired ball position

via a nonlinear static state feedback derived
using, for instance, feedback linearization [11], backstepping
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Fig. 1. Electrical circuit of the levitated ball and the actuator.

[19] or interconnection and damping assignment control [29],
see also [41] for a comparative study. In medium-to-high power
applications, the voltage is generated using a rectifier that
includes a capacitance. The dynamics of this actuator can be
described by the RC circuit shown in the left part of Fig. 1,
where the actual control voltage is, while and model
the parasitic resistance and capacitance, respectively. The full
order model of the levitated ball system, including the actuator
dynamics, is then given by

(13)

where we have added to the flux, position and momentum,
, respectively, the coordinate that represents the

voltage across the capacitor.7

Designing a new controller for the full model—if at all pos-
sible—could be a time consuming task, hence, we might want to
simply modify the one we already have to make it robust with re-
spect to the actuator dynamics. This is a typical scenario where
I&I stabilization can provide a workable design. In particular,
we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2: The full-order model of the levitated ball (13)
is I&I stabilizable (at a constant equilibrium corresponding to

) with target dynamics (12), where is any
stabilizing state feedback for with the property that in
closed loop with , where is a bounded signal,
has bounded trajectories.

Proof: As H1) is automatically satisfied, we will only
verify the remaining conditions H2)–H4) of Theorem 1. First,
some simple calculations show that a solution of the FBI equa-
tions (3) is given by the map .
This solution can be easily obtainedfixing and

, a choice which captures our control objective. Now,
the parameterized manifold can be implicitly defined
as , hence, condition H3)
is also satisfied. (Notice that the reduced model control
is evaluated on the manifold). Finally, we have to choose a
function that preserves boundedness of trajectories and

7Clearly,� is the slow model of� taking as small parameter the parasitic
time constantR C.

asymptotically stabilizes to zero the off-the-manifold dynamics
(5), which in this example are described by

(14)

where is evaluated on the manifold, hence, is computable
from the full-system dynamics. An obvious simple selection,
which yields , is

To complete the proof of the proposition it only remains to prove
that, for the given , the trajectories of

are bounded. For, note that in the coordinates
, with , the system

is described by

from which we see that converges to zero exponentially fast,
hence is bounded. The proof is completed invoking the ro-
bustness (with respect to bounded input disturbances) property
assumed in the Proposition. The control law is finally obtained
as

Remark 7: The full order system is a port-controlled
Hamiltonian system, that is the class for which the intercon-
nection and damping assignment technique has been developed
[29], however, the inclusion of the actuator dynamics stymies
the application of the method. On the other hand, we have seen
before that the I&I approach trivially yields a solution.

Remark 8: We can use this example to compare again the
I&I formulation with the composite control approach of [18].
Taking as the slow variable and as the small parameter,
the problem reduces to finding a function and
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a control such that describes an invariant manifold.
This requires the solution of a PDE of the form

In this simple case, an exact solution is possible setting
and the first correcting term

This choice ensures for all . The resulting in-
variant manifold ( ) and the controller are the same we
obtained, in a straightforward manner, via I&I stabilization. Fur-
thermore, while in the composite control approach the function

above—that determines the controller—is essentially im-
posed, in I&I we have great freedom in the choice of
to stabilize (14). Finally, notice that this controller also results
from direct application of backstepping [19] to the system.

B. Global Tracking for Flexible Joints Robots

As a second example of robustification, we consider the
problem of global tracking of the-degrees of freedom flexible
joint robot model

(15)

where are the link and motor shaft angles, re-
spectively, is the inertia matrix of the
rigid arm, is the constant diagonal inertia matrix of actua-
tors, is the matrix related to the Coriolis and cen-
trifugal terms, is the gravity vector of the rigid arm,

is the joint stiffness matrix, andis the dimen-
sional vector of torques. See, e.g., [27] for further details on the
model and a review of the recent literature.

We present here a procedure to robustify an arbitrary static-
state feedback globaltrackingcontroller designed for the rigid
robot.

Proposition 3: The flexible joint robot model (15) is globally
I&I stabilizable along an arbitrary (four times differentiable)
trajectory for the links with target dynamics

(16)

where is any time-varying state feedback that ensures
that the solutions of globally track (any bounded four
times differentiable trajectory ), and with the additional

property that in closed loop with , where is a
bounded signal, trajectories remain bounded.8

Proof: To establish the proof we will again verify that the
conditions H1)–H4) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. First, it is easy
to see that a solution of the FBI equations (3) is given by the
map

where , with as defined in (16). This solution
follows immediately taking the natural state space realization
of (15), i.e., , and fixing , as
required by our control objective. Now, an implicit definition of
the manifold9 is obtained with the equation shown
at the bottom of the next page. It is important to underscore that,
while is obtained from the obvious choice

the term is not defined in this manner. However, the set iden-
tity (4) is satisfied for the definition above as well. To verify this
observe that

but the last right-hand term in square brackets is precisely.
The interest in defining in this way is that , sim-
plifying the task of stabilizing the off-the-manifold dynamics,
which is given by

where can be computed via differentiation of .
It is then a trivial task to select a control law that
asymptotically stabilizes to zero. An obvious simple selection
being

with arbitrary positive definite matrices. To com-
plete the proof, it is necessary to show that all trajectories of
the closed-loop system with state are bounded.
For, it is sufficient to rewrite the system in the coordinates

and use arguments similar to those in
the proof of Proposition 2.

Remark 9: In [39], the composite control approach is used
to derive approximate feedback linearizing asymptotically sta-
bilizing controllers for the full-inertia model. In the case of

8For instance, we can take the well-known Slotine and Li controller

w(�; t) = D(� ) �� � � _~� +C(� ; � ) _� � �~� �K
_~� +�~� +g(� )

whereK = K > 0, � = � > 0 and~� = � � � .
9Note that in this case the target dynamics and the equations defining the

invariant manifold depend explicitly ont.
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block-diagonal inertia considered here the slow manifold equa-
tions can be exactly solved and the stabilization is global. It is
interesting to note that, as in the previous example, the resulting
control law is different from the I&I stabilizer proposed here.

Remark 10: The target dynamics is not the rigid model
obtained from a singular perturbation reduction of the full model

with small parameters . In the latter model the inertia
matrix of is , and not simply as here; see [39].
Our motivation to choose these target dynamics is clear noting
that, if we take the rigid model resulting from a singular per-
turbation reduction the solution of the FBI equations leads to

, significantly complicating the subse-
quent analysis.

Remark 11: System (15) is feedback linearizable. Note, in
fact, that the system with output has a well-defined
vector relative degree and

, i.e., are flat outputs. The present design does not
exploit this property, and it is such that (15) with output

has a well-defined vector rel-
ative degree , with , and
the zero dynamics are exactly given by the target dynamics (16).

IV. A DAPTIVE CONTROL VIA IMMERSION AND INVARIANCE

In this section, we show how the general I&I theory of Sec-
tion II can be used to develop a novel framework for adaptive
stabilization of nonlinear systems. A key step for our develop-
ments is to add to the classical certainty-equivalent control a
new term that, together with the parameter update law, will be
designed to satisfy the conditions of I&I. In particular, this new
term will shape the manifoldinto which the adaptive system
will be immersed. We present first a general theorem for non-
linearly parameterized controllers with linearly parameterized
plants. Then, we consider the case when the controller depends
linearly in the parameters, and the plant satisfies a matching
assumption. As an example of nonlinear parameterization we
present, and solve, a prototype robotic vision problem, which
has attracted the attention of several researchers in the last years,
and proved unsolvable with existing adaptive techniques.

A. Problem Formulation

We consider the problem of stabilization of systems of the
form (1) under the following assumption.

H5) (Stabilizability)There exists a parameterized function
, where , such that for someunknown
the system

(17)

has a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium at
.

The I&I adaptive control problem is then formulated as follows:
Definition 2: The system (1) with assumption H5) is said to

be adaptively I&I stabilizable if the system

(18)

with extended state , and “controls” and , is I&I sta-
bilizable with target dynamics

(19)

From the first equation in (18) we see that in the I&I approach
we depart from the certainty-equivalent philosophy and do not
apply directly the estimate coming from the update law in the
controller. It is important to recall that, in general, , and
possibly , will depend on and are, therefore, only par-
tially known.

B. Classical Approaches Revisited

To put in perspective the I&I approach—underscoring its new
features—it is convenient to recall first the “classical” proce-
dures to address the problem of adaptive control of nonlinear
systems. The main difference with respect to the case of linear
plants is that the system in closed-loop with the known param-
eter controller will (in general) still depend on the unknown pa-
rameters. Consequently, the Lyapunov function that establishes
stability of this system will also be a function of the parameters,
and is, hence, unknown.

Four Approaches:There are four different ways to try to by-
pass this difficulty. (A fifth, practically appealing, alternative is
the supervisory control of Morse [9], which is however formu-
lated under different assumptions).

The first, simplest, way to deal with the presence of unknown
parameters in the Lyapunov function is to assume the following.

A1) (Lyapunov function matching)There exists a Lyapunov
function for the equilibrium of the ideal
system such that is
independentof the parameters, hence computable.10

If the structural assumption A1) holds and if, in addition, we
assume that

H6) (Linearly parameterized control)the function
may be written as

(20)

for some known functions and
then, invoking standard arguments, it is possible to propose a
certainty-equivalent adaptive control of the form

, and postulate a classical separate Lyapunov function

10The most notable example where this assumption is satisfied is in the Slotine
and Li controller for robot manipulators, see, e.g., [27].
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candidate , where
and is the parameter error. Choosing

the estimator that cancels the-dependent term in yields the
error dynamics as

(21)

and .
If the Lyapunov function is strict, i.e., is a

negative–definite function of, then LaSalle’s invariance prin-
ciple allows to conclude global regulation to of the systems
state. Otherwise, it is necessary to add the following, rather re-
strictive, detectability assumption.

A2) (Detectability) Along the trajectories of theoverall
system (21), the following implication holds:

(22)

It is important to underscore that (22) may hold in the known
parameter case, when , but be violated when considering
the full state. (This is the case of gravity compensation of
the simple pendulum example, see Example 3 in Section IV-E).
It is worth noting that in [32] a procedure that combines direct
and indirect adaptive control to overcome, in some cases, this
obstacle has been proposed.

When A1) is not satisfied the Lyapunov function is expressed
with the parameter estimates, instead of the actual unknown pa-
rameters, but this brings along a new term to the derivative, i.e.,

, that has to be countered.
The second approach assumes that the effect of the param-

eters can berejectedwhen considered as disturbances with
known derivative. The key assumption here is as follows (see
[19, Sec. 4-1-1]).

A3) There exists a function , to be added to the
stabilizing term , such that

As pointed out in [19], such a function is unlikely to exist since
will, in general, be zero at some points. However,

A3) holds in the so-called “extended matching” case, which
leads to the by-now classical adaptive backstepping theory for
systems in triangular forms; see, e.g., [19] and [21].

In the third approach robustness, instead of disturbance re-
jection is utilized, thus, the matching conditions are replaced
by growth conditions—either on the Lyapunov function [33] or
the system vector field [36]. Unfortunately, to date there is no
characterization of the systems for which the required Lyapunov
function growth conditions hold. It should be pointed, however,
that systems in so-called strict feedback form with polynomial
nonlinearities satisfy the Lyapunov growth condition of [33].
See also [7] for an interesting application to a nonlinearly pa-
rameterized nonlinear system.

We should remark that, both the second and third routes as-
sume, instead of H6), the following.

H7) (Linearly parameterized plant)The vector field
can be written in the form

(23)

for some known functions : and :
.11

Also, it is interesting to note that, similarly to our adaptive I&I
scheme, the controllers reported in [19], [21], and [33] are non-
certainty equivalent and (may be) nonlinear in the parameters.

Finally, the adaptive stabilization problem can also be ap-
proached, as done in indirect adaptive control, adopting a (plant)
identification perspective. Namely, under assumption H7), it is
easy to show [32] that, with the filtered signals

where is a design parameter, the identification error
exponentially converges to , at

a speed determined by. Suggesting the parameter update law

, which ensures the parameter error is nonin-
creasing. The control may be nonlinearly parameterized, but its
computation may cross to singularities that may be difficult to
avoid. Further, as the estimation of the parameters is decoupled
from the control, the only way to guarantee that the “quality of
the control” improves with time is by ensuring the parameter
error actually decreases. This, in its turn, imposes an excitation
restriction on the regressor matrix that is hard to verify
a priori. These two points are, of course, the Achilles heel of
indirect adaptive control.

Discussion: For the purposes of comparison with the I&I ap-
proach the following remarks are in order.

1) The analysis of the standard schemes invariably relies on
the construction of error equations [similar to (21)], where
the -dynamics is decomposed into a stable portion and
a perturbation due to the parameter mismatch. In the I&I
formulation, we will also write the-dynamics in an error
equation form but with the ideal system perturbed by the
off-the-manifold coordinate.

2) The first and second procedures are based on the cancel-
lation of the perturbation term in the Lyapunov function
derivative. It is well-known that cancellation is a very
fragile operation, which generates a manifold of equi-
libria and is at the core of many of the robustness prob-
lems of classical adaptive control, see [30, Sec. 2.2.2],
and [20, Ch. 5] for additional details. In the third ap-
proach this term is not canceled but dominated. In the
I&I formulation, we will not try to cancel the perturbation
term coming from but—rendering the manifold attrac-
tive—only make it sufficiently small. In this respect I&I
resembles the third approach as well as indirect adaptive
control.

3) Compared to the indirect method, I&I provides additional
flexibility to reparameterize the plant so as to avoid con-
troller singularities. This feature has been instrumental in

11For the sake of clarity we present only the case when the uncertain param-
eters enter inf(x). The design when they enter (linearly) also ing(x) follows
verbatim. This remark applies also to the I&I scheme of Proposition 4.
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[28] to reduce the prior knowledge on the high frequency
gain for linear multivariable plants.

4) The assumption that thecontroller is linearly parameter-
ized is critical in some of the classical procedures. (In
some cases, it may be replaced by a convexity condition,
but this is very hard to verify for more than one uncertain
parameter). As we will see below, in adaptive I&I we do
not,a priori, require this assumption.

Illustrative Example: Before closing this subsection let us
illustrate, with an example, some of the difficulties encoun-
tered by standard adaptive techniques, that, as shown later, can
be overcome with adaptive I&I. For, consider the (normalized)
generalized averaging model of a thyristor-controlled series ca-
pacitor system used in flexible AC transmission systems to reg-
ulate the power flow in a distribution line [22]:

(24)

where , are the dynamic phasors of the capacitor voltage,
is the control signal which is directly related to the

thyristor firing angle, and are unknown posi-
tive parameters representing the nominal action of the control
and one component of the phasor of the line current, respec-
tively. The control objective is to drive the state to an equilib-
rium with a positive control action.

Note that the known parameter controller achieves
the desired objective with the (nonstrict) Lyapunov function

. To make this controller
adaptive we first try the direct approach and, as A1) is verified,
propose , which following the calculations above with

the Lyapunov function suggests the estimator .
It is easy to show that, unfortunately, the detectability assump-
tion A2) is not satisfied, and actually the closed-loop system
has a manifold of equilibria described by ,
hence asymptotic stability is impossible. The second approach
does not apply either because assumption A3) is not satisfied.

The indirect approach is also hampered by the detectability
obstacle. Indeed, reparameterizing the second systems equation
with the regressor and implementing the
estimator

(25)

ensures that the prediction error converges to zero,
but again, the overall system is not detectable with respect to
this output. Furthermore, as contains a constant term it
cannot be persistently exciting, and parameter convergence will
not be achieved. (The same scenario appears if we use filtered
signals in the estimator as suggested before). Finally, the com-
bined direct-indirect scheme proposed in [32] to overcome the
detectability obstacle results in

and the derivative of the Lyapunov function
yields , but this signal still

does not satisfy A2).

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, none of the ex-
isting methods will provide a solution to the adaptive stabiliza-
tion problem for (24).

C. Adaptive I&I With a Linearly Parameterized Plant

We will present now a procedure to design an adaptive I&I
scheme when the plant is linearly parameterized. Although the
construction is totally different the resulting error equations are
similar to the one obtained with indirect adaptive control, but
obviating the need of the linear filters.

Proposition 4: Assume H5), H7), and the following hold.

H8) (Manifold attractivity and trajectory boundedness)
There exists a function : such that all
trajectories of the error system

(26)

(27)

are bounded and satisfy

Then, (1) is adaptively I&I stabilizable.
Moreover, if the controller satisfies the Lipschitz condition12

for all and for some function : , then
H8) may be replaced by the following two assumptions.

H8 ) There exists a function : such that

(28)

H8 ) There exists a radially unbounded function :
such that

Proof: Similarly to the nonlinear stabilization problem we
have to verify the conditions H1)–H3) of Theorem 1, however,
instead of H4) we will directly prove that, under the conditions
of the proposition, we have global convergence ofto , with
all signals bounded. First, H1) is automatically satisfied from
H5). Second, for the immersion condition (3) we are looking
for mappings and , with

where, for notational convenience we have introduced the par-
titions, that solve the FBI equations

12This assumption clearly holds for linearly parameterized controls.
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For any function a solution of these equations is clearly
given by

while is defined by the last identity. This verifies con-
dition H2) and, setting , we get the implicit
manifold condition (4) of H3) as

(29)

Now, replacing the control law in (18) we get
. Writing this equation in terms of the

off-the-manifold coordinates and adding and
subtracting yields the first error equation (26).
The off-the-manifold dynamics is obtained differentiating the
variable taking into account (18), (23), and the fact thatis
constant, as

Thus, selecting the parameter update law as

(30)

yields (27). The proof of the first part of the proposition is com-
pleted with the use of assumption H8).

To establish the second part consider a Lyapunov function
candidate for the error system (26), (27) of the form

, where is a Lyapunov function for the
ideal system that furthermore satisfies H8), and

. Invoking assumption H8), and using Young’s inequality,
the derivative of can be bounded, for any , as

The conclusion then follows from H8) and H8 ) selecting
and sufficiently large.
Remark 12: From inspection of (26) it is clear that if

decreases then—under some weak conditions on ,
including that singularities in the controller computation are
avoided—the disturbance term will
also decrease, if it is eventually “dominated” by the stability
margin of the ideal system , then stabilization will
be achieved. It becomes evident that ensuring stability of
the -subsystem (26), uniformly in , is the main structural
constraint imposed by the proposition. When it is
always possible to find a function that ensures is
(locally around zero) nondecreasing.13 To make globally
nondecreasing it suffices that

13This is achieved ensuring(@� =@x)f (x) + [(@� =@x)f (x)] � 0.

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for to be
a gradient function, that is, for the existence of a function:

such that . In this case, we
simply take and the -dynamics becomes

. In this respect, it is useful to compare (26), (27)
with the error system that results from application of indirect
adaptive control, which is given by

where the regressor matrix is generated using a procedure
similar to the one used to get (25); see [32] for details.

Remark 13: The fact that the Lyapunov function for
the ideal system verifies the second condition in H8) does not
seem to be restrictive. (We recall that the Lyapunov function
does not need to be known). Moreover, if

then it is possible, as discussed in [11, Sec. 9.5] in a different
framework, to define a new function such that the
second condition in H8) holds for .

Remark 14: From a Lyapunov analysis perspective, the I&I
procedure automatically includes cross terms between plant
states and estimated parameters, as suggested in the proof
of the second part of the proposition above with .
Also, we reiterate the fact that the stabilization mecha-
nism does not rely on cancellation of the perturbation term

in (26). Also, an important
advantage of the I&I method is that the detectability assumption
A2) required to handle nonstrict Lyapunov functions is, in
principle, not needed.

Remark 15: It is clear from the construction of the adaptive
I&I control laws that, besides the classical “integral action” of
the parameter estimator, through the action of we have
introduced in the control law a “proportional” term. (See also
[33] for an noncertainty equivalent adaptive algorithm that also
includes this term). These kind of parameter update laws were
called in early referencesPI adaptation. Although it was widely
recognized that PI update laws were superior to purely integral
adaptation, except for the notable exception of output error iden-
tification, their performance improvement was never clearly es-
tablished, see, e.g., [30] for a tutorial account of these develop-
ments. The I&I framework contributes then to put PI adaptation
in its proper perspective.

D. Adaptive I&I With a Linearly Parameterized Control

We will consider now the case of linearly parameterized con-
trol, that is, we assume the state feedback has the form (20). We
will present a proposition, similar in spirit to the first approach
presented in Section IV-B, where we do not make any explicit
assumptions on the dependence of the system with respect to
the unknown parameters, but assume instead a condition akin to
the “realizability” of .

Proposition 5: Assume H5) and H6) hold and there exists a
function : such that the following are true.
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H9) (Realizability) , with defined
in (17), is independent of the unknown parameters.

H10) (Manifold attractivity and trajectory boundedness)
All trajectories of the error system

(31)

(32)

are bounded and satisfy

Then, (1) is adaptively I&I stabilizable.
Proof: In view of the derivations in the proof of Proposi-

tion 4 we only need to establish that with H5), H6), and H9)
we can obtain the error equations (31) and (32). The first equa-
tion follows immediately from (17), (18), (20), and (29) setting

. The second error equation (32) is obtained
from

and selecting the parameter update law as

Remark 16: Similar to the discussion in Remark 12, it is
clear that the success of the proposed design hinges upon our
ability to assign the sign of the (symmetric part of the) matrix

. Comparing with the corresponding ma-
trix in (32) we see that and play the same role,
and the discussion about solvability of the problem carried out
in Remark 12 applies as well here. In particular, for the case
of single input systems with one uncertain parameter, assump-
tion H10) is easily satisfied. However, it is true that—besides
H10)— should also ensure H9).

Remark 17: The realizability assumption H9) is strictly
weaker than the strict matching assumption discussed in, e.g.,
[19], which requires that the uncertain parameters enter in the
image of . It is clear that in this case, we can always find

such that is independent of the parameters. It is
also less restrictive than Assumption A1) of the first classical
approach since, in contrast to the I&I approach where is
chosen by the designer, in the former case is essentially
fixed by the closed-loop dynamics.

Remark 18: If both the plant and the controller are
linearly parameterized, it is possible to combine the proce-
dures described in Sections IV-C and IV-D to obtain stable
off-the-manifold dynamics.

Remark 19: To study the stability of the error system (31)
and (32), we can replace H10) by the following assumptions.

H10 ) (Stability)For all we have

where is a Lyapunov function for the target
system .

H10 ) (Convergence)The following implication is true:
.

The proof is completed considering the Lyapunov function
, and using LaSalle’s invariance principle. The key

requirement here is the attractivity of the manifold, which is
ensured with the (restrictive) condition that the matrix in square
brackets in is negative semidefinite (uniformly in).
However, exploiting the particular structure of the system we
can choose to stabilize the error system under far weaker
conditions.

E. Examples

To illustrate the (rather nonstandard) I&I adaptive design
procedure let us consider first two simple (exhaustively studied)
examples, for which adaptive I&I generate new control and
adaptation laws, and gives place to new nonseparate Lyapunov
functions. Then, we show that I&I applies to systems in
triangular form, and study some asymptotic properties of the
resulting controllers. Finally, we solve the problem stated at the
end of Section IV-B.

Example 2: Consider the stabilization to zero of an unstable
first order linear system , with . In this
(matched) case we can fix a target dynamics independent of,
for instance as . This choice yields the adaptive I&I
control law . Selecting the update law
as (30), that is , yields the error equations
(31), (32), which, in this case, become

The problem then boils down to finding a function such
that theperturbationterm is asymptotically dominated by
the “good” term . The function , with

, clearly does the job, and yields the “classical” estimator
. Notice, however, that the I&I control

automatically incorporates a cubic term in that will
speed-up the convergence. A Lyapunov function for
such that conditions H8) and H8 ) of Remark 19 hold is

, which yields

Other, more practical choices, are immediately suggested, for
instance , gives a normalized esti-
mator

a feature that is desirable to normalize the signals.
Example 3: Let us study the problem of adaptive I&I stabi-

lization to a nonzero position of the basic pendulum
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where we assume that a PD controller has already been applied.
(As discussed in [27], the classical schemes with the pendulum
energy as Lyapunov function are inefficient because of the de-
tectability obstacle. This difficulty can be overcome introducing
unnatural cross terms, that get very complicated for the general
robot example). The immersion dynamics can be chosen again
independent of , say as ,
hence, the adaptive I&I controller becomes

. The error equations take the form

which immediately suggests . The final
control and adaptation laws are

Example 4: As pointed out in Section IV-B, the second—so-
called backstepping—approach applies (almost exclusively) to
systems in triangular form. This class of systems are also adap-
tively I&I stabilizable, and we illustrate this with the simplest
second-order example

where is a vector of unknown parameters and the vector
function is assumed known. Introduce the classical back-
stepping error variable , where is a
stabilizing function for the first equation that, following the I&I
procedure, we choose as

with to be defined later. Proceeding as suggested in the
proof of Proposition 4 we obtain the error equations, expressed
in terms of the off-the-manifold coordinate ,
as

(33)

(34)

(35)

where we have selected

and is a function to be defined later. Let
, hence, (35) becomes , and

. The design is completed selecting
and such that (33) and (34) have bounded

solutions for any bounded, which entails convergence to zero
of and , and consequently of and .

For the sake of comparison, we present the closed-loop equa-
tions obtained from the direct application of the backstepping
procedure

(36)

(37)

(38)

where typically . The equations
are arranged, in backstepping, in such a way as to cancel the
-dependent terms from the derivative of the Lyapunov function

. In I&I, this (nonrobust) cancellation op-
eration is avoided, as the system (33)–(35) exhibits a cascaded
structure.

One final remark concerning this class of systems (that has
attracted an enormous amount of attention lately) is that the
well-known counterexample of [42] concerning the asymptotic
behavior of backstepping controllers is not applicable to adap-
tive I&I. More precisely, we have the following property, whose
proof is omitted for brevity.

Proposition 6: Consider the scalar system
, with a known real number, in closed loop with the adap-

tive I&I controller

The set of initial conditions leading to nonstabilizing asymp-
totic controllers has zero Lebesgue measure. Moreover, the
system in closed loop with any asymptotic controller has
bounded trajectories.

Example 5: Let us now look back at the thyristor-controlled
series capacitor system (24).

Proposition 7: System (24) is “almost” globally I&I stabiliz-
able at the equilibrium point , where the qualifier
“almost” means that for all initial conditions, except a set of zero
measure, the trajectories of the closed-loop system converge to

.
Proof: Direct application of the construction in the proof

of Proposition 4 with

where , yields the error equations

Notice that, due to the presence of the term , in this case we
do not obtain a cascade system like in Proposition 4. However,
we can still carry out the stability analysis with the Lyapunov
function

whose derivative is

which establishes Lyapunov stability of and global bounded-
ness of solutions. The proof is completed verifying that, besides
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, the closed-loop equations admit the equilibrium man-
ifold , but that this equi-
libria are unstable. (Notice thatdoes not converge to zero in
this case).

F. Adaptive Visual Servoing: A Nonlinearly Parameterized
Problem

It this section, we illustrate with a visual servoing problem
how adaptive I&I stabilization can be applied in the nonlin-
early parameterized case. We consider the visual servoing of
planar robot manipulators under a fixed-camera configuration
with unknown orientation.14 The control goal is to place the
robot end-effector over a desired static target by using a vision
system equipped with a fixed camera to “see” the robot end-ef-
fector and target.

Invoking standard time-scale separation arguments we as-
sume an inner fast loop for the robot velocity control, and con-
centrate on the kinematic problem where we must generate the
references for the robot velocities. The robot is then described
by a simple integrator , where are the joint dis-
placements andthe applied joint torques. We model the action
of the camera as a static mapping from the joint positionsto
the position (in pixels) of the robot tip in the image output de-
noted . This mapping is described by [17]

(39)

where is the orientation of the camera with respect to the
robot frame, and , denote intrinsic camera
parameters (scale factors, focal length, and center offset, respec-
tively), : stands for the robot direct kinematics, and

The direct kinematics yields , where is
the analytic robot Jacobian, which we assume nonsingular. Dif-
ferentiating (39), and replacing the latter expression, we obtain
the dynamic model of the overall system of interest

(40)

where we have introduced the input change of coordinates
. The problem is then to find such that converges to

in spite of the lack of knowledge ofand . The task is, of
course, complicated by the highly nonlinear dependence on the
unknown parameters, in particular. To the best of our knowl-
edge all existing results require some form of over-parameteri-
zation and/or persistency of excitation assumptions, which as is
well-known, significantly degrades performance. Using adap-
tive I&I stabilization it is possible to prove the following result.

Proposition 8: Assume a strict lower bound onis known.
Then, (40) is adaptively I&I stabilizable with target dynamics

.
Proof: First, we observe that we can design a stabilizing

law for (40) without the knowledge of the uncertain parameter
. Indeed, the feedback , where we have

defined is a global stabilizer that matches the target

14We refer the interested reader to [10], [17], and [2] for further details on
this problem.

dynamics. Therefore, we will take our I&I adaptive control of
the form

The adaptive system (18) becomes

Some simple calculations show that, in spite of the nonlinear
parameter dependence, the corresponding FBI equations (3) can
still be solved as in the linear case. That is, for all functions

, , and are solutions of the
FBI equations with . The implicit
manifold equation takes the form and,
consequently, the error equations become

To stabilize the off-the-manifold dynamics we take
and , where , yielding

where we have used the identity , and
the skew-symmetry of , to obtain the last equation. Plotting the
graph , and taking into account that
, we see that all trajectories of thesubsystem will converge

toward the points . To complete the proof
we observe that the LTI system , with constant,
is asymptotically stable if and only if .15

V. STABILIZATION OF SYSTEMS IN FEEDBACK AND

FEEDFORWARDFORM

In this section, the focus is on systems with special structure,
namely systems in feedback form and in feedforward form.16

Stabilizing control laws for such systems can be constructed
using the so-called backstepping and forwarding methodolo-
gies, see [19], [37], [13], and the references therein for an
in-depth description. Aim of this section is to show how these
systems are (globally) I&I-stabilizable. Moreover, it is also
shown that the present point of view permits to construct con-
trol laws different from those obtained by the aforementioned
approaches.

A. Systems in Feedback Form

Proposition 9: Consider a system described by equations of
the form

(41)

with , and .
Suppose the system

15It is also possible to complete this proof with standard Lyapunov function
arguments taking as Lyapunov function candidateW (~x; z) = j~xj + sin(z).

16For ease of exposition we deal with the simplest possible feedback and feed-
forward forms, however more general systems can be studied using similar ar-
guments.
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has a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium at zero.
Then the system (41) is (globally) I&I-stabilizable with target

dynamics .
Proof: To establish the claim we need to prove that condi-

tions H1)–H4) of Theorem 1 hold. For, note that H1) is trivially
satisfied, whereas the mappings

are such that conditions H2) and H3) hold.
Note now that the off-the-manifold variable can be

used as a partial coordinate, hence, instead of verifying H4) we
simply need to show that it is possible to selectsuch that the
trajectories of the closed loop system are bounded and

converges to zero.
To this end, let , with

for any and for some , and consider the system

(42)

Note that converges to zero. To prove boundedness ofpick
any and let be a positive–definite and proper
function such that

(43)

for all . Note that such a function exists, by
global asymptotic stability of the zero equilibrium of the system

, but is not necessarily a Lyapunov func-
tion for . Consider now the positive–definite and
proper function

and note that, for some function and for any smooth
function , one has

As a result, setting such that

for all , and selecting

yields the claim.
Remark 20: It is worth noting that although (41) is stabi-

lizable using standard backstepping arguments, the control law
obtained using backstepping is substantially different from the
control law suggested by Proposition 9. The former requires
the knowledge of a Lyapunov function for the system

and it is such that, in closed loop, the manifold
is not invariant, whereas the latter requires only the knowledge
of the function satisfying equation (43) for sufficiently
large and renders the manifold invariant and (glob-
ally) attractive.

The result in Proposition 9 is illustrated through two simple
examples. In the first example the I&I globally stabilizing con-
trol law is compared with the control law resulting from standard
backstepping arguments.

Example 6: Consider

with . A backstepping based stabilizing control law is

whereas a direct application of the procedure described in the
proof of Proposition 9 shows that the I&I stabilizing control law
is

The latter does not require the knowledge of the parameter,
however, it is (in general) moreaggressivebecause of the higher
power in .

Example 7: Consider a system described by equations of the
form

with and an unknown constant vector. As-
sume that the matrix is Hurwitz. Then the system is (glob-
ally) I&I-stabilizable with target dynamics . A simple
computation shows that a stabilizing control law is

and this does not require the knowledge of a Lyapunov function
for the system neither the knowledge of the pa-
rameter .

B. Systems in Feedforward Form

We now consider a class of systems in feedforward form.
These can be globally asymptotically stabilized using the for-
warding method, as described in [37], [24]. We now show that,
using the approach pursued in the paper, a new class of control
laws can be constructed.

Proposition 10: Consider a system described by equations
of the form

(44)

with , , , .
Suppose, moreover, that the zero equilibrium of the system

is globally asymptotically stable, there exists a smooth function
such that, for all

the set

is composed of isolated points, and .
Then, (44) is globally I&I-stabilizable with target dynamics

.
Proof: To begin with, note that H1) in Theorem 1 is triv-

ially satisfied and that the mappings
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are such that condition H2) holds. The implicit description of the
manifold in H3) is and the off-the-
manifold dynamics are .

To complete the proof, it remains to verify condition H4). For,
let

with , and consider the closed-loop system

Note now that converges to zero. Moreover, is
bounded, provided thatis sufficiently small and converges to
zero. Note now that, if is sufficiently small, converges ex-
ponentially to zero. As a result, is bounded,
hence, is also bounded for all, which proves the claim.

Example 8: Consider

(45)

and let . The system satisfies all the as-
sumptions of Proposition 10, with

. As a result, it is globally I&I stabilizable by the
control with .

Remark 21: System (45) has been studied in several papers.
In [4] a globally stabilizing control law has been designed
through the construction of a minimum-phase relative degree
one output map, whereas in [31] a global stabilizing control
law has been obtained using a control Lyapunov function. The
control law in [31] is

and it is similar to the one proposed above. Note that the former
requires the knowledge of a (control) Lyapunov function,
whereas the latter does not. Finally, (45) can be stabilized with
the modified version of forwarding proposed in [23], which is
again a Lyapunov based design methodology, and (obviously)
with homogeneous feedback laws.

Example 9: Consider

A simple computation shows that satisfies the
assumptions of Proposition 10 and that

. Hence, a direct application of the procedure outlined in the
proof of Proposition 10 shows that the control law

with achieves global I&I stabilization of the
closed-loop system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The stabilization problem for general nonlinear systems has
been addressed from a new perspective that provides alterna-

tive “tuning knobs” for the controller design. It has been shown
that the classical notions of invariance and immersion, together
with tools from the nonlinear regulator theory, can be used to
design globally stabilizing control laws for general nonlinear
systems. The proposed approach is well suited in applications
where we can define a—structurally compatible—“desired” re-
duced-order dynamics.

We have explored the applicability of the method to adaptive
stabilization, even in the case of nonlinearly parameterized
systems where classical adaptive control is severely limited.
The main distinguishing feature of adaptive I&I is that, in
contrast with most existing adaptive designs, it does not rely on
cancellation of terms (in the Lyapunov function derivative). The
latter operation is akin to disturbance rejection that, as is well
known, is intrinsically fragile and imposes certain matching
conditions that restrict its application domain. In adaptive I&I,
instead, the deleterious effect of the uncertain parameters is
countered adopting a robustness perspective, i.e., generating
cascaded structures. Further, in adaptive I&I control laws, be-
sides the classical “integral action” of the parameter estimator,
we have introduced in the control law a “proportional” term.
As discussed in [28] and illustrated in various examples here,
the inclusion of this term enhances the robustness of the design,
via the incorporation of additional zero dynamics.

For systems in triangular and in feedforward form, which are
classically handled using backstepping or forwarding, respec-
tively, we showed that the I&I framework yields new control
laws.

Finally, it is worth noting that, although some of the problems
discussed in this paper can be dealt with using other methods
(this is the case for the Examples in Section III, for some of
the adaptive control problems in Section IV, and for systems in
feedback and feedforward form), the proposed approach pro-
vides, on one hand, new control laws, with extra tuning knobs,
and a unique way to address all such problems, and on the other
hand, solutions to some open problems, which cannot be solved
using classical tools.
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